
Tracking Patient Improvement
in Gait Parameters



OneStep is an app-based platform that enables convenient and exceptional
digital physical therapy. Our science turns any smartphone into a 24/7
motion analysis lab to provide patients with real-time, easy-to-understand
feedback that puts them in control, and equips physical therapists with
clinically validated remote therapeutic monitoring that improves decision
making and involvement. 

Gait analysis is an essential way to monitor functional mobility in patients.
Before OneStep, the only way to accurately measure a patient’s gait was to
send them to a motion analysis lab  an endeavor that is extremely costly,
inaccessible, and requires hours of analysis time. As an alternative, many
providers defer to subjective tools and observational analysis. While offering
some insight, these tools are neither objective nor accurate enough to
measure a patient's progress and optimize their recovery. Moreover, neither
option allows providers to assess patient movement in real-life
circumstances, outside of the clinic or lab. 

With OneStep's first-of-its-kind technology, objective gait analysis and real-
time feedback are more accessible than ever. Clinicians can now use
OneStep's clinically-validated data to demonstrate patient progress across
multiple gait parameters with heightened insight into mobility outside of the
clinic.
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Here we discuss the systematic research done to observe
how gait parameters reflect patient improvement as
measured with OneStep’s technology.

Our findings demonstrate that significant improvement in
at least one of five common gait parameters is observed in
over 80% of patients. These results show that OneStep's
ability to turn any smartphone into a motion analysis lab is
of great value for objectively measuring patient progress
throughout their physical therapy journey.
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To be included in this study, each patient must have recorded at least 10
walks, including 3 walks in the 2-week period at the beginning of
treatment and 3 walks in the 2-week period at the end of treatment. 

Additionally, the beginning of treatment and end of treatment period
must have been at least 1 month apart. 

Cadence
Stride length
Double support
Stance asymmetry
Consistency

We observed the gait parameters of 106 OneStep patients, all of whom
have met with a OneStep physical therapist at least once. 

Inclusion Criteria:

In this study, we used 5 gait parameters:

These specific parameters represent fundamental and distinct parts of gait
analysis. Additionally, patients are shown these five gait parameters within
the OneStep app after taking a walk.

Patient Cohort
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When observing individual patient improvement in a given gait parameter,
more patients demonstrated significant improvement compared to those
who demonstrated a significant change in the opposite direction (indicative
of decreased health and recovery) for the same gait parameter. This finding
is true for all 5 parameters. (Figures 1-5). 

5 steps/minute for cadence
10 cm for stride length
3% of stride time for double support and stance asymmetry
5 points of consistency for consistency

We defined significant improvement as a change of greater than: 

Figure 1 - 5 demonstrate changes in parameter values from beginning to
end of treatment. 

Each arrow represents the change from the beginning of treatment to the end
of treatment for a single patient. Changes below the threshold for
significance are shown in gray. Changes above the threshold for significance
are shown in green when the change is in the direction indicative of increased
health and recovery, and in red when the change is in the direction indicative
of decreased health and recovery.
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Figure 1: 58% of patients demonstrated significantly improved cadence.

Figure 2: 51% of patients demonstrated significantly improved stride
length.

Figure 3: 50% of patients demonstrated significantly improved double
support.
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Figure 4: 13% of patients demonstrated significantly improved stance
asymmetry.

Figure 5: 49% of patients demonstrated  significantly improved
consistency.
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Additionally, these improvements were distributed among the patients in
the cohort. In other words, rather than several patients improving in most or
all parameters, and the majority of patients not improving at all, most
patients significantly improved in at least one parameter (Figure 6). 
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80% of patients demonstrated significant improvement in at least one
gait parameter.
61% of patients demonstrated significant improvement in at least two
gait parameters.
8 patients showed significant improvement in all five gait parameters.

Overall, it was observed that:

Figure 6: Changes in all parameter values per individual. 
Each grouping of five arrows represents a normalized change in parameter
value for each of five parameters within an individual patient. Parameter
values are normalized so that significant change in each parameter equals
1 and so that change above 0 represents a beneficial change for all
parameters. Dotted blue lines represent the threshold of significant change
for all parameters, and changes beyond the threshold for significance are
shown in green and red for beneficial and detrimental change, respectively.
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CONCLUSION

We observed significant improvement in measured
gait parameters for this cohort of patients over the
course of their physical therapy plan of care with
OneStep. Our findings validate OneStep's gait
analysis as a viable and valuable tool for tracking
and understanding the progress patients make
throughout their recovery journey.
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OneStep is an app-based physical therapy platform
that puts a licensed physical therapist by your patients'

sides and a motion analysis lab in their pockets.
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